


threshold curent d.ensity was I Nl./cmz f or A= 3T?0 i ana [ = 900 Inr where A is
the period of the corrugation and f, is the length of the excited. regj.on. Ihis
is about 1/30 of the threshol-d current densityestinatedin the IIII stfucture DFB

lasers by extrapol-atlon.

The emission spectra of a typical SCII strrrcture Dtr'B laser is shorrn in Fig. 2.

Ihe diode lased in only one single longitudinal mode with a spectral half width
of less than 0.5 i. At 260 K, we observed two peaks, the separatlon of which

was 67 i'. tr'rom the theoretical analysis and observation of the radiation
patternr they were assigned to be transverse modes perpendicula.r to the junction
p1ane. At 3OO K, the diode lased in the lowest transverse mode (m= O) with a peak

wavelength of 'o82g L. The selectivity of the longitudinal mode in the DFE laser
suggests that there may be no sel-f-induced pulsation caused by mutual- coupling of
the longitudinal mod.es. the wavelength of each transve'rse mod.e had a temperature

dependence of 0.6 A/aee, which is about 1/6 tinat of Fabry-Perot lasers at * joo K.

rn*anci+tr flislribution of the la.sing light in the corrugated waveguid.e was

lnvestigated along the direction of light propagation by measuring the intensity
of the scattered light. A distribution having a maxjmum near the center of the

excited region 'rias observed in contrast to

the case of Fabry-Perot lasers. The optical

coupling constant was estimated to be about

50 cm-I for the d.iode.

In concl-usion, GaAs-GaAl_As DFB diode i
2lasers I'rith a SCH structure r,vere operated 
E

at temperatures up to 340 K under puJ-sed ;

=bias and the predicted features of the DFB J
G

laser l'sere demonstrated experimental_ly.
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